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Abstract—Localization of passive Radio-Frequency Identifica-
tion (RFID) tags has been used to monitor landslide surface
displacement since 5 years. This method, applied on slow
displacements lower than 1cm per day, allows a high spatio-
temporal resolution at a relatively low cost. With the feedback
of the previous years, this paper proposes to summarize the
various challenges encountered with the long-term outdoor RFID
localization method, and presents data-processing solutions that
were implemented to overcome these challenges. We propose
a complex-smoothing unwrapping algorithm, a multi-frequency
merging operation, as well as multi-tag and multi-antenna phase
combining method. The concept of an unwrapping reference
guide is presented and applied with groups of tags showing co-
herent displacements, or with absolute reference measurements.
These approaches allow a higher data availability up to 38%
for one site over multiple years, and a better phase unwrapping.
Earth surface displacement monitoring with RFID proves to be
a robust and accurate solution, with four equipped sites across
France and Switzerland.

Index Terms—Phase localization, phase unwrapping, data
processing, landslides, RFID, remote sensing, early warning

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) has recently drawn
the attention of the Earth Sciences community [1], notably
for environment remote sensing at low cost. RFID tag
localization has been a growing research topic in the past
years [2], with multiple localization methods [3], [4] and
applications [5], [6]. Apart from solely localization-based
monitoring, RFID technology is foreseen as a promising
way to perform low-cost and spatially diverse environmental
sensing. Notably in outdoors scenarios, long-term RFID
monitoring (months to years) in complex environments
that generate high measurement noise, is a current and
growing research field. In diverse application domains such
as infrastructure monitoring [7], agricultural monitoring [8],
[9], social insects behavior monitoring [10], ice formation
[11] or snow depth monitoring [12], and of course earth
surface processes monitoring [1], robust and synthetic RFID
information is needed to ensure optimal data continuity
and exploitation. Although not focused on displacement
monitoring, these applications would clearly benefit from a
data availability increase.

In most scientific works regarding RFID localization,
the presented datasets show smooth and correctly-sampled
measurements that correspond to laboratory-controled

FIG. 1 Map of the RFID-instrumented sites across France
and Switzerland, represented as red dots.

experiments [13]–[21]. In real-life scenarios such as retail
environments [2] or outdoor landslide monitoring [1], [22],
the acquired data is inevitably noisier and intermittent. At the
same time, RFID generally yields abundant and redundant
data that can enhance the data from each tag [23], [24].
In many cases the objects are monitored by multiple tags,
multiple antennas or through multiple carrier frequencies,
with the objective of forming tag arrays or yielding more
robust data. Moreover as the size of the instrumented sites
grow, the overall number of tags also increase, with a
growing need for synthesizing redundant data and making



it more exploitable. This data redundancy poses new data
processing challenges regarding the reliability of RFID-phase
information, especially with regards to phase ambiguity and
unwrapping which are crucial elements when recovering tag
displacements.

With the combined perspectives of long-term RFID
measurements and of data redundancy exploitation, RFID
landslide monitoring experiments represent unique candidates
for providing long-term, real-life noisy and redundant
signals. This method has already proven its centimeter-scale
accuracy through multiple works [12], [22], [25], [26]. The
feedback offered by the past years of monitoring is of great
use for understanding real-application scenarios, especially
concerning the process of phase unwrapping.

Several techniques already exist for landslide displacement
monitoring, such as optical approaches [27], radar
interferometry [28] or GPS [29]. Despite their simplicity,
optical methods are sensitive to obstruction by obstacles,
fog or heavy rain. Radiofrequency methods are much less
sensitive to these obstacles, but they require more complex
and expensive systems, and usually rely on active sensors.
Compared to these classical methods, RFID monitoring
offers a lower-cost alternative in terms of installation and
maintenance, because the tags are passive. Additionally,
RFID provides dense measurements both in space and time
with easy reflector identification, that are little sensitive to
obstruction (vegetation, snow cover, fog). This is a great
advantage in an all-season long-term monitoring approach.

Among various RFID localization schemes, phase-based
methods have shown the best accuracy in outdoor scenarios
[25], with centimeter precision. In particular we will use the
Time-Domain Phase-Difference (TD-PD) method [2] for its
robustness and high precision. The unwrapping process is a
central subject in the phase-based RFID localization literature
[13], [30]. It is the main step that allows phase data to be
interpreted in terms of displacements. The main difficulty
that unwrapping poses is that of phase ambiguity, which has
been thoroughly investigated in the past years [31], [32].
Recently, several works have focused on exploiting implicit
information or bayesian filters in order to improve phase
unwrapping even in noisy and multipath-rich environments
[33]–[36]. But the challenge of data availability and quality
in itself is seldom tackled, being a more applied challenge
with a strong dependency on the context. It is nonetheless of
utmost importance, as in our experience the main causes of
unwrapping errors are data gaps and data noise : an absence
of data during a rapid tag displacement will very likely
generate unwrapping errors, and a very noisy signal will have
high chances of being incorrectly unwrapped.

In this paper, which is an extended version of [37], we
propose to discuss the recent advances in RFID-phase moni-
toring as applied to soil surface displacement monitoring using

RFID, with data and experience from the past years on several
instrumented landslides. We present new algorithms and data
processing methods aimed at solving issues concerning RFID
data availability and quality. We also propose a discussion on
the various ways RFID phase unwrapping can be performed in
a diversity of contexts, especially when handling real-life noisy
and partial phase data. After presenting the RFID tracking
method as applied on different monitored landslides (II),
we discuss the different data availability challenges that the
method poses as well as the software solutions implemented in
order to overcome those challenges (III). The signal processing
methods used to obtain robust synthetic measurements are
presented, using data fusion and processing algorithms (IV).
At every processing step, a short literature review of similar
methods is proposed. Most of the presented approaches exploit
the high redundancy of RFID data, allowed by the important
number of tags that are deployed and by the multiple channels
through which the tags are read. The concept of a guide
for unwrapping phase data is presented. To our knowledge,
this work is the first attempt at applying the concept of
an unwrapping guide to RFID data. The data availability
improvements obtained for phase data, are quantified and
discussed for all instrumented sites (V). These methods, here
applied to outdoor long-term monitoring, can be of great use
in the implementation of long-term monitoring scenarios in
challenging environments.

II. EQUIPMENT AND LOCALIZATION METHOD

A. RFID Instrumentation

This study will discuss the RFID data from 4 landslides, that
all share the same measurement scheme. Several RFID tags
(Confidex Survivor) are continuously read by an acquisition
system consisting of an interrogator (Impinj SR420 or equiva-
lent) and at least two reader antennas. A micro-computer and
a modem ensure continuous data acquisition and transfer.

The measurement rate depends on the site and the available
power : autonomous stations relying on solar/wind energy
use a lower acquisition frequency than power-grid-connected
stations. On average the available data gives a minimum of
100 phase readings per day and per tag. Both the Phase of
Arrival (PoA) and the Received Signal Strength (RSSI) are
measured, in order to estimate the quality of the received
phase signal. All measurements are performed at four different
carrier frequencies : 865.7, 866.9, 866.9 and 867.5 MHz in
Europe (ETSI EN 302 208).

B. Monitored sites

The four instrumented sites are located across France and
Switzerland (see Fig. 1). All sites grossly correspond to the
typical setup presented in Figure 2, with a group of tags
facing the antennas, placed by pairs on fiber glass or metal
stakes at an elevation of approximately 1m above ground. For
generalization purposes, these stakes can be simply considered
as tagged objects. The reader antennas are positioned on stable
ground close to the landslide, usually at a higher altitude than
the tags. The tagged objects are placed on (slowly) moving



FIG. 2 Schematic principle of all RFID monitoring sites.
(a) The principle of relative TD-PD localization : the phase
variation between two measurements is linked to the projected
radial distance variation (see Equation 1). (b) The tags are
placed on the monitored objects (metallic or fiberglass stakes)
about 1m above ground, which can generate multipath inter-
ference between the line of sight (grey) and reflected (blue)
paths.

ground. The maximum read range for the system is about 50-
60m.

The main objective of our approach is to monitor each
tagged object (metallic stake equipped of two tags) individu-
ally through time. In reality, a landslide usually consists of one
or multiple blocks. Tagged objects on the same block behave
the same way, and hence present coherent displacements.

In all the presented cases, the landslide general movement
is known a priori and the antennas are positioned optimally
with regard to this movement. Except from l’Harmalière (see
below), the 1D radial distance measured by each antenna
roughly corresponds to the landslide movement.

• The Bidart landslide is located on the south-east coast
of France. It has been under observation by the Bu-
reau de recherches géologiques et minières (BRGM) and
Geolithe, for more than 3 years. The RFID setup was
installed in 2022 and consists of 2 reader antennas and
about 30 tags. Reference measurements are frequently ac-
quired using GPS and tacheometry. This coastal landslide
has shown strong activity since its recent instrumentation,
with displacement rates up to 5 meters per year.

• The Harmalière landslide (Sinard, France) is located near
Grenoble in the western Pre-Alps, and is a slow moving
landslide currently active and investigated by many re-
search projects [38]. The RFID setup, installed in 2020
[22], consists of 4 reader antennas and 32 tags spread in
a 30m by 30m investigated zone. Tacheometry reference
measurements are frequently performed. The Harmalière
landslide RFID experiment was built in a different way
than the other RFID sites, with an open multi-antenna
setup oriented towards 2D and 3D monitoring [22].
Although this installation was built

• The Pont-Bourquin landslide is located in the western
Pre-Alps near Lausanne in Switzerland. The setup in-
stalled in 2017 [26], consists of 2 reader antennas and
20 tags. An extensometer located near the installation is
used as a 1D-reference for surface displacement (see IV).
This reference is notably unavailable during winter due

to snow cover on the extensometer wire. This site shows
the longest monitoring time, with several data features to
interpret : strong acceleration phases, snow creep, harsh
weather conditions.

• The Valloire landslide is located in a steep valley (Beau-
journal) above the city of Valloire (France). In the case
of exceptional rainfall events this landslide threatens to
feed debris flow and endanger the city. The site was
instrumented in 2019, and features RFID as well as
photogrammetry and seismic monitoring instrumentation.
The Valloire landslide has not shown measurable activity
since its RFID instrumentation.It has nonetheless been an
important source of data to test and improve the methods
herein presented.

The sites presented above cover a wide variety of
topographies, weather conditions and environmental risk,
highlighting the versatility of the presented technique.

Amongst other factors, data gaps are often related to the
power supply failure of RFID stations. Most stations need to be
electrically autonomous due to their location, and this implies
the use of in-situ power sources such as wind turbines or solar
panels. For such systems where energy is a scarce resource,
a compromise is necessary between measurement sampling
frequency (which depletes the batteries) and data continuity
over time (which requires available battery power). As of
now, the measurement scheme has been adapted depending on
the power source of each station : the autonomous station in
Harmalière was set to a lower sampling frequency (2 minutes
of measurement over 20 minutes : 10% duty cycle) than the
Pont-Bourquin station (100% duty cycle), which is connected
to the Swiss power grid. On an energy-saving setup such as
l’Harmalière, the strategy could be further adapted by increas-
ing the sampling frequency when increasing displacements are
detected.

C. RFID Relative localization scheme

A schematic of the TD-PD localization method is presented
in Figure 2a. TD-PD is a relative ranging technique based on
a phase variation δϕ = ϕ2 − ϕ1 between two measurements
of the same moving point, at different points in time. δϕ is
related to the radial distance variation δr = r2 − r1 between
the tag and the reader antenna, by the following equation:

δr = − c

4πf
δϕ (1)

where f is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave (in
Europe 865.7, 866.9, 866.9 or 867.5 MHz) and c is the speed
of light in the propagation medium. It is important to note
that Eq.(1) is only valid for displacements smaller than λ/4 ≈
8 cm between two phase measurements because of phase
ambiguity. This ambiguity which should ideally be λ/2, is
further reduced due to the reader setup used. In the present
case the λ/4 condition is generally fulfilled as the incremental
displacements are small compared to the wavelength (usually
less than 1 cm between two successive acquisitions). In the



case where the phase is correctly unwrapped, Eq.(1) is valid
for any unwrapped phase variation. Phase unwrapping is a
crucial step in recovering true tag displacement, as we will
see below (IV).

III. CHALLENGES FOR RFID DATA AVAILABILITY

This section will present and discuss the main challenges
encountered with the RFID-phase monitoring technique, in
terms of data availability, quality and processing.

A. Increase data availability with multiple antennas and tags

The availability of data at all times is crucial in the context
of early warning systems, especially at the start of a soil
surface movement. The quality of the signal is usually worse
during strong precipitation events, when the risk of landslide
activation is generally higher [39]. Additionally, the experience
showed that RFID phase availability is heavily dependent on
tag/antenna orientation and multipath shading. In order to
increase data availability and redundancy, most sites were
equipped with two tags per monitored object, at a short
distance from one another (about 20-50cm). Additionally,
multiple antennas often read the same tag, providing more data
redundancy. This alone can mitigate several problems : the
multipath-induced artifacts can be detected and compensated,
and the data availability is higher which can further increase
the continuity of the displacement measurement (see section
IV).

In all the following sections, data availability does not refer
to the sheer amount of acquired data. Rather, it reflects the
fact that at any point in time, there is an available data point
for every monitored object.

B. Avoid unwrapping errors due to data gaps

Data continuity over long periods of time is a key
challenge in order to correctly estimate tag displacement.
In the TD-PD relative localization scheme, the maximum
readable displacement between two measurements is limited
to a few centimeters. When a data gap coincides with a rapid
displacement higher than the unwrapping ambiguity, this
localization scheme alone does not allow true displacement
estimation. Such data gaps can be caused by various
phenomena such as hardware failures, multipath shading, or
harsh environmental conditions.
The unwrapping ambiguity is geometrically dependent on
the angle between tag displacement and antenna-to-tag radial
vector. In the Harmalière landslide [22], a multi-antenna
setup is described with a localization approach taking
advantage of the Angle-of-Arrival concepts [40], although
the distance between the antennas is much higher than the
required distance for an Angle-Of-Arrival solution. The
system aperture is parallel to the tags displacements, which
increases the size of the acceptable ambiguity. In such setups,
tags can be tracked even when incremental displacements are
higher than 8cm. The downside of such methods is the higher
sensitivity of the localization to a phase measurement error. In
order to take advantage of both approaches (Angle-of-Arrival

FIG. 3 (a) Schematic of the multi-frequency approach : every
tag-antenna couple yields four phase measurement series. (b)
Schematic of the multi-tag and multi-antenna approaches.
(c) Flowchart for data fusion with all approaches : multi-
frequency (MF), multi-antenna (MA), multi-tag (MT) and
guided unwrapping.

and 1D phase unwrapping), new methods could be developed
in the future.

The next section will describe the various data processing
methods that were implemented in order to improve the quality
of the RFID data, with an objective of decreasing the number
of unwrapping errors and obtaining more synthetic results.

IV. DATA FUSION AND PROCESSING

The data continuity and availability issues are mitigated via
a signal processing data-fusion approach, notably by taking
advantage of the information redundancy provided by a dense
network of tags, as well as the multi-frequency and multi-
antenna measurements. All these processes will be illustrated
by following the data improvement of one specific tagged
object (stake) monitored with two tags, in the Pont-Bourquin
landslide (see Figures 4 to 6). The overall data workflow is
summarized in Figure 3, with simple schematics summarizing
the various approaches. At every step of the process, a short
and specific literature review will allow to put the proposed
method into perspective.



FIG. 4 Phase measurements at four different frequencies and
the corresponding fused measurement (black dots) for one tag
on the Pont-Bourquin landslide. The initial sampling frequency
is one measurement per minute for every tag and antenna cou-
ple, but the presented data was resampled for readability. The
total displacement is about 60cm. Each frequency channel was
offset to increase readability. The best mono-frequency series
shows 26111 data points, and the multi-frequency averaging
series shows 49055 points.

A. Complex rolling window unwrapping

As explained above, phase unwrapping is a very impor-
tant step in phase processing. Many approaches have been
presented in the recent literature to tackle different phase
unwrapping situations.

In general, the unwrapping methods based on bayesian state-
space models are fit for scenarios where either the antennas
or tags move along inertia-dominated paths : flying or sliding
object, conveyor belt, unmaned-aerial vehicle equipped with a
reader. [31] resolves the phase ambiguity using an Extended
Kalman Filter in a multi-antenna, moving-tag scenario with
an accuracy of 0.02 m. [33] implements a particle filtering
approach with a moving antenna to resolve distance ambiguity,
taking into account the potential multipath-rich environments.
They reach accuracies around the 0.2 m scale.

Other more deterministic unwrapping methods also exist,
often considering the problem as an optimization problem
with the objective of linearizing it. Such methods are often
sensitive to other reference measurements, such as reference
tags or known antenna/tag trajectory. [13] presents an unwrap-
ping algorithm based on the segmentation of the signal in
coherent measurement sets. Each segment is first unwrapped
with a simple algorithm, then the whole set is unwrapped by
minimizing a cost function based on the antenna positions.
Predicted accuracy is below 0.1 m.

In order to overcome the errors on reference measurement
or due to strong multipath interference, machine learning
has also been applied. Notably the tag/antenna displacement

trajectories can be taken into account in training the al-
gorithms. For example, [36] performs unwrapping using a
random forest algorithm and [41] proposes a deep learning
approach, reaching accuracies between 0.5 m and 0.1 m.

In the present scenario, a noise-robust unwrapping algorithm
is required, because of the highly variable RFID data quality in
an outdoor scenario. We implement an unwrapping algorithm
based on a complex smoothing approach. Let ϕ be the mea-
sured phase series (from 0 to 2π) and zϕ be the corresponding
complex angle series :

zϕ = eiϕ

We decompose this complex series in a low-frequency
smoothed zs component and a high-frequency z̃ component,
in order to avoid discontinuities :

zϕ = zs + z̃

zs is obtained by average smoothing over a variable time
window, usually ten minutes. After this separation, both com-
ponents are reverted back to real angle values as ϕs and ϕ̃.

ϕs = Arg(zs) ϕ̃ = Arg(z̃)

We then unwrap the smoothed component ϕs using a classical
unwrapping algorithm [42] to obtain the smoothed unwrapped
phase ϕU

s , to which we add the noise to get the final unwrapped
measurement ϕU :

ϕU = ϕU
s + ϕ̃

Note that by construction the noisy component ϕ̃ is considered
smaller than π and does not need unwrapping. This algo-
rithm, although quite simple in its implementation, greatly
reduces the influence of data noise on the unwrapping process.
Nonetheless it does not reduce the quantity of information, as
the high-frequency component is not lost in the process : the
smoothing is simply used as a temporary step to increase the
unwrapping reliability.

B. Frequency-domain measurement averaging (MF)

In this section we describe a method for combining the
RFID measurements at different frequencies, in one syn-
thetic phase measurement. This approach is compatible with
frequency-hopping [18], and brings the same advantages in
terms of mitigating multipath interference [17]. It would
benefit even more from a larger frequency band than the ETSI
band.

Let us first recall the relationship between phase, radial
distance r and carrier frequency [2], related to the Frequency-
Difference Phase-Difference (FD-PD) ranging method :

r =
c

4π

dϕ

df
(2)

If we hypothesize that the total distance r presents negligible
relative variations over the considered time, we can convert all
phase measurements to the same equivalent frequency. More



FIG. 5 Unwrapped data series from the two tags on the same object, and the fused measurement (Pont-Bourquin landslide).
The background colors highlight the fact that only one tag is read. The steep phase variation (grey arrow) in February 2021
corresponds to snow melt, generating a backwards displacement due to the bending elasticity of the fiber poles holding the
tags.

precisely, that is when the displacement measured by the TD-
PD method (Eq. 1) is small compared to the absolute distance
estimated via the FD-PD method (Eq. 2).

δrTD−PD << rFD−PD

This approximation is accurate in the case of slow moving
landslides, where total radial distances are generally higher
than 10 m and their monthly variations on the 0.1 m scale.
In this situation, the phase difference ∆ϕf between a phase
series measured at frequency f , and an equivalent frequency
feq (usually set as 865.7 MHz) can be computed :

∆ϕf = r(f − feq)
4π

c
(3)

Using Eq.(3) all phase series ϕf measured at various fre-
quencies f , are superimposed by subtracting the value ∆ϕf .
This subtraction yields nfreq = 4 superimposed data series
(illustrated in Fig.4) that are fused in a frequency-synthetic
complex phase series zMF (MF stands for multi-frequency) :

zMF =
1

nfreq

nfreq∑
f=1

ei(ϕf−∆ϕf )

Computing the complex argument of zMF provides a
wrapped-phase synthetic measurement. The final wrapped
multi-frequency phase fusion ϕMF result is computed by :

ϕMF = Arg(zMF )

The fusion approach presented above exploits frequency diver-
sity and allows to concatenate all available frequency channels
in one measurement, increasing the size of exploitable data by
reducing the data gaps, as shown in Figure 4. The method
described is valid for other frequency channels, making it
usable with any UHF-RFID standard bandwidth. In fact any
frequency channel can be used, provided the computed ∆ϕf

is smaller than π.
In the next section, we propose methods to further merge
multi-channel data, using multi-tag and multi-antenna data
series.

C. Combining data across space : multiple tags (MT) and
reader antennas (MA)

Another common way of enhancing RFID data is to exploit
the spatial diversity of reader antennas and tags. Historically,
a major step in tag localization was brought by the k-Nearest-
Neighbors approach using reference tags [43] and received
signal strength measurements. A bayesian filter was added [44]
to increase the accuracy from 1 m to about 0.1 m. Using phase
measurements, [45] exploits the difference between tags in
order to locate them among a grid of already-localized tags.
With a flying antenna without onboard accurate positioning
they obtain a tag localization accuracy around 0.2 m. [46]
exploits the data from different tags in order to perform tag-
to-tag relative localization, and obtains a 0.3 m accuracy.
Double-tag arrays are also used by [19] in order to solve phase
ambiguity and improve localization accuracy up to about 0.2
m.

Antenna spatial diversity is usually exploited in order
to perform 2D or 3D localization, with a generally better
accuracy when performed in the plane [21], [22]. [17]
exploits the data from multiple antennas for phase or distance
disambiguation, with a 2D localization accuracy below 10cm.
Phase-based relative 2D localization was also performed
using multiple antennas for landslide monitoring [22]. [47]
uses a trained neural network to perform multi-antenna
phase difference hyperbolic positioning, without any given
initial position, reaching an accuracy of 0.5 m. [21] performs
hyperbolic localization based on multi-antenna measurements,
in an indoors Synthetic Aperture Radar approach and with



an accuracy close to the centimeter scale. [15] uses a multi-
antenna Synthetic Aperture approach with a Particle Swarm
Optimization algorithm [48], reaching a 3D localization
accuracy below 0.2 m.

In the present scenario, we exploit both the multi-tag and
multi-antenna approaches in order to obtain better unwrapping
results. When two antennas (reader or tag) are close together,
the measured phase variations are generally similar and can
be superimposed after complex mean subtraction. We thus
consider that tags on the same object behave similarly, and
that all antennas will measure the same phase variation for
each specific tag. Note that we do not aim to use the spatial
diversity of tags and antennas to localize objects in 2D or 3D
space. Rather we intend to maximize 1D data continuity. The
3D case was investigated elsewhere [22].

Figure 5 shows such correspondence for multi-tag fusion,
with a difference between the superimposed phases (from
tags on the same object) never exceeding 1 rad ; this dif-
ference is most likely a combination of multipath interference
and small position difference between the two tags. Fusing
several partial vectors in complex space, gives rise to an
improved synthetic measurement ϕfused. After the multi-
frequency averaging operations are performed, the complex
phase series from all tags on the same object are fused by
complex superposition and averaging. The fused phase is then
unwrapped in order to recover the estimated displacement.
If we define the unwrapping algorithm by U (as described
in IV-A), the unwrapped phase ϕunw

fused is obtained using the
wrapped fused phase ϕfused :

ϕunw
fused = U(ϕfused)

This whole process tends to synthesize all available data
from each tagged object, into one displacement indicator. The
next section will present various approaches to obtain further
information by exploiting the near environment.

D. Guided unwrapping

When individual data series are not dense enough to cor-
rectly unwrap the phase (such as in Figure 5), the unwrapping
process can be guided using a reference. This reference can
be an absolute measurement or a synthetic fusion vector.

The concept a guide for phase unwrapping already exists in
2D interferometry, where unwrapping is equally a crucial step
prior to data analysis. For example, [49]–[51] use a quality-
guide to unwrap 2D interferograms. This method comes
down to using high-quality unwrapped references to progres-
sively unwrap the surroundings. The following methods apply
roughly the same concept to the RFID phase data.

This guiding approach is obviously based on the common
motion of multiple tagged objects, which is generally observed
as the coherent landslide blocks are large. We use this coher-
ence between different displacements, to better unwrap each
and every phase data series. Hence the use of grouped-fusion,
which is a loose generalization of the multi-tag approach.

a) Grouped fusion for individual unwrapping: In the
case of a data gap during a rapid displacement, simply taking
data from each object is usually not enough to correctly
unwrap the phase. In such situations, one possibility is to
implement a fusion operation over a group of tagged objects
sharing the same behavior. All measured phases from the
group are merged to produce a synthetic guide containing more
information than individual phase series. This guide can then
help unwrap every individual tag. Let ϕt be the phase series
from tag t, then the reference group fusion ϕref is computed
from the rate of change ϕ̇t using a simple average operation :

ϕ̇ref =
1

nt

nt∑
t=0

ϕ̇t (4)

With nt the number of tags in a group, and ϕ̇ref the group
fusion time derivative. Equation 4 essentially computes an
average velocity of the group of tags. ϕref is then obtained
by time integration, and presents more features than every
individual phase series (see Figure 6). This reference is then
used as a guide to unwrap the individual series. Using the un-
wrapping algorithm U as discussed above, guided unwrapping
corresponds to the following operation :

ϕg = U(ϕm − ϕref ) + ϕref (5)

Where ϕm is the measured phase and ϕg the unwrapped
phase guided by ϕref . The main idea behind this operation is
that if the measured phase presents an unwrapping error, it will
be highlighted and corrected by subtraction of the reference
which supposedly shows a better phase continuity. Although
the unwrapping is not guided by a high-quality reference but
rather by a synthetic group reference, this methods yields
coherent results even when the reference and the phase series
do not fit perfectly (see Figure 6).

b) Absolute reference measurement: When at least one
absolute reference measurement (tacheometry, GPS or exten-
someter) is available on a field, it is used to help unwrap the
whole dataset. This was the case in the Pont-Bourquin land-
slide where absolute displacement data was available (although
scarce in time) via an extensometer. If the reference data is
continuous in time, guided unwrapping can be performed. If
not, discrete corrections are performed either automatically or
by manually correcting the phase. This approach allows keep-
ing track of long-term displacements, as shown in Figure 6.

E. Putting things together

All the previously mentioned approaches are integrated in a
hierarchical data processing workflow described in Figure 3.
The four frequency channels are first fused together to obtain
a synthetic phase series for each tag-antenna couple. Next,
the data from all antennas are fused for every tag, in order
to have one synthetic measurement for each tag. Then the
tags from each object are fused together, and the resulting
series are unwrapped by complex unwrapping. Finally, on sites
where it is applicable, guided unwrapping is performed using
an absolute reference, a group-fusion guide or both.



FIG. 6 Example of guided unwrapping process for one tag on the Pont-Bourquin landslide. (Top) Computation of a group-
guide based on all phase data. The group is shown in red, and each dotted color line represents a tagged object. (Middle)
Guided unwrapping of the single multi-tag data (”fused” in black, see Figure 5) using the group guide in red. The result is in
blue. (Bottom) Guided unwrapping using the extensometer data (in green) ; the dotted blue line corresponds to the full blue
line in the middle plot ; the final result is again in full blue. The main unwrapping corrections are highlighted by a grey arrow.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present and discuss the results obtained
after the phase processing. First we describe the specific data
quality and unwrapping improvements concerning one specific
tag, then we present and discuss the general improvements
brought on all instrumented landslides. Finally we come back
to the other monitoring challenges on landslides, and the
implemented solutions.

A. Data availability improvement and unwrapping for one tag

Figure 4 presents each frequency channel for one tag, and
the corresponding MF phase series during a 5-month period.
Over this small time period, the MF fusion yields an available
and continuous data size 80% larger than the mono-frequency
phase series : the best individual series shows 26111 data
points, and the MF fusion shows 49055.
The unwrapped multi-tag (MT) fusion results are shown in
Figure 5 for the same tagged object, with several corrected
unwrapping errors compared to the two individual data series.

The noisy variations occurring around March 2021 correspond
to snow melt before the metallic stakes were installed, and an
unwrapping error (June 2020) remains in the final data. We
note that the partially-observed displacement originating from
snow creep (February-March 2021), generates unwrapping
errors : the total displacement after winter is lower than before
winter. This issue is partially solved by using the group-guide
on all tags from the Pont-Bourquin landslide : on Figure 6,
we see that the whole winter period is covered by the guide,
and yields a more coherent displacement after snow creep.
Furthermore, the extensometer reference measurements allow
for long-term phase correction, notably after September 2020
where displacements occurred but where not measured.

B. General improvement on all sites

Table I shows the general data availability improvement
of the fusion approach on all 4 sites. Each layer increases
the exploitable data by the given percentage. We can note



Processing step Pont-Bourquin Valloire Harmalière Bidart
MF (%) 13 (26) 23 (48) 2 (10) 2 (13)
MA (%) 4 (19) 2 (30) 3 (18) 3 (31)
MT (%) 15 (58) 2 (22) 2 (18) -
ALL (%) 38 (129) 28 (64) 3 (50) 5 (37)

TABLE I Overall available data size improvement for each processing layer compared to the previous one, for the four
RFID-instrumented sites. The increase is given in percentage of average data availability increase, with the maximum value
in parenthesis. Pont-Bourquin landslide : 5-year monitoring period and 20 tags. Valloire landslide : 1-year period and 15 tags
(MT and MA are cumulated because of their low value). Harmalière : 2-year period and 15 tags. Bidart : 10-month period
and 40 tags (no multi-tag available).

that for Valloire and Pont-Bourquin, the multi-frequency
(MF) fusion brings a high data availability increase above
10%. Comparatively the multi-antenna (MA) fusion does
not bring a significant improvement on average, with some
individual exceptions especially on Valloire (+30%) and in
Bidart (+31%).
In total the three processing layers (ALL) increase the data
availability by 3 to 38% depending on the site, with peaks
for specific objects reaching more than 50% data availability
increase.

As seen in Figure 6, the use of a synthetic guide allows
a better signal reconstruction by reducing the number of
unwrapping errors. In the Bidart landslide, the data was
split in two distinct groups of tags with coherent behaviour,
in order to unwrap the data using a group-guide. The
improvements obtained by this method are quantified in Table
II, compared to the previous processing which consisted of
individual mono-frequency series unwrapping. This shows a
strong reduction of detected cumulative unwrapping errors.
These errors are computed based on reference measurements
over a 2 months period with displacements of about 1m, from
March to May 2022.

Figure 7 compares the data availability improvement to the
normalized read rate for each and every tag. The normalized
read rate is computed by comparing the number of measure-
ments to the ideal number (with no data gap) expected on the
measurement period. As could be expected, we note that the
processing is least beneficial to the tagged objects with the
best read rates ; on the contrary, the data availability increase
is much higher for tags with low read rates.

C. Discussion

Figure 7 shows that the main benefits of the fusion approach
arise in the scenario of a difficult tag reading, e.g. when
multipath interference is strong or when the signal strength
is poor. In most cases this occurs on tag that are either at a
great distance from the antenna, or when the read angle is high.
The increase in data robustness is clearly highlighted in such
situations. We also note that several tags with the lowest read
rates (close to 0.1) do not benefit as much from the processing.

FIG. 7 Data availability increase in percentage after applying
the MF/MA/MT processing, as a function of the normalized
read rate for every site.

We now turn to a more specific discussion on the processing
steps, based on the results from Table I.

The MF fusion is the main contribution to data availability
increase. Table III shows the cumulative improvement brought
by each new frequency channel, on the Pont-Bourquin site.
This highlights that frequency diversity is a major aspect, and
that even broader frequency windows would further improve
the data availability. The MF fusion approach yields much
better results on Pont-Bourquin and Valloire than on the
two other sites. This is most likely due to the environmental
conditions on these two sites : a higher altitude with stronger
presence of snow. The corresponding multipath effects and
signal strength diminution, although not critical in general,
can worsen the data quality in already deteriorated situations.
In such scenarios, the multi-frequency approach proves to be
valuable.

The relatively low increase from the MA processing on
all sites, is most likely due to the nature of the general
measurement setup : antennas are the same model and often
rather close together. Hence the situations where one antenna
reads a tag and not the others are rare.



We note that the multi-tag (MT) fusion brings a highly
variable improvement. This can be explained by the height
difference between tags on an object : the objects shaded
by multipath interference or micro-topography will greatly
benefit from MT fusion, whereas those that are in a better
radio-frequency environment will not. Also, in cases where
the lowest of the two tags is poorly read, the MT fusion will
not bring significant improvements either, because most of
the data comes from the topmost tag.

Moreover, Table I shows that the data from l’Harmalière
and Bidart benefit much less from the processing, than the
two other sites. This is most likely because both setups were
already optimized to obtain the highest reading availability :
relatively short distances between antenna and tags, more
overall measurements thanks to higher number of antennas,
as well as tag and antenna orientation optimization.

Measurement quality and trueness is also sensitive to mul-
tipath interference, which is a general challenge in RFID
localization [14]. Multipath is related to terrain topography,
system geometry, but also to soil humidity and snow cover.
As studied in [22] multipath generates both a measurement
bias, a higher random error and a potential data loss due to the
weak signal. The measurement errors amount to a centimeter-
scale localization error in the horizontal plane. As of now,
the presented data processing scheme can mitigate some of
these effects : the multi-frequency approach takes advantage
of the different multipath behavior with varying frequency,
and the multi-tag and multi-antenna approaches yield a more
multipath-robust measurement thanks to spatial diversity.

Environmental conditions can also have a strong influence
on RFID-phase measurements. Phase random fluctuations can
imply centimeter value errors in localization, as studied in
[25]. This study confirms the need for using appropriate
hardware for outdoor phase-stable RFID measurements. The
main limitation to a spatial up-scaling of the method is the tag
reading range. The current method cannot read the Survivor
RFID tags past a 60m maximum distance, which limits the size
of the monitored field. The reader antennas directivity can also
limit the angular range, both horizontally and vertically.
In order to increase the size of the monitored areas, long-range
tags were installed along with a more sensitive reader (Impinj
R700). For even wider areas, new methods are developped
based on Unmaned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), as described in [1],
[52].

Figure 8 illustrates a portion of the final results for the
Pont-Bourquin landslide. Through this figure we do not claim
to present quantitative results concerning the localization ac-
curacy of the RFID monitoring approach. Ideally speaking,
the validation of our approach would necessitate independent
reference measurement on the position of each tag, which is
hardly feasible for technical and economical reasons. Never-
theless we point out that this method has already proven its
centimeter-scale accuracy through multiple works [22], [25],
[26], and that the present paper mostly aims at enhancing

Unwrapping errors Before After
Bidart Group 1 11 3
Bidart Group 2 7 3

TABLE II Number of cumulative detected unwrapping er-
rors with and without applying the grouped fusion, for two
different groups of tags in the Bidart landslide.

FIG. 8 Final results from the last two years of RFID data
on the Pont-Bourquin site. Each colored line represents the
displacement of a tagged object, after all processing (MF, MA
then MT) and after guided unwrapping with the group-guide
and extensometer data (black line). An offset was added to
every data series to increase readability.

phase data.

Nb of frequencies used 2 3 4
Data availability increase (%) 8 11 13

TABLE III Cumulative data availability increase brought
by the MF processing on Pont-Bourquin, depending on the
number of frequency channels taken into account.

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This paper proposes various data processing and fusion
techniques, that take advantage of the RFID data redundancy
in order to increase data availability and quality. These ap-
proaches are based on multi-source (frequency/antenna/tag)
data fusion and on phase calibration using various references,
with an objective of both increasing the available data size
and decreasing the number of phase unwrapping errors. By
applying such methods to RFID phase-based landslide moni-
toring, we show that these processes are valuable in long-term
outdoor and complex environments. The overall average data
availability improvement of the process was between 3% and
38% depending on the site, with several monitored objects
greatly benefiting from the processes (+50% data availability).
Moreover, the process yields more synthetic data which is
therefore more exploitable.



Earth surface displacement monitoring with RFID has proven
to be a viable solution, with four equipped sites across France
and Switzerland. The varying nature of outdoor RFID data
quality, will bring us to further develop data fusion approaches.
In particular we foresee that applying bayesian filters to such
measurement systems is a promising path.
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